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RULES – simple version – 2 to 4 players
This game has a simple version and a normal version. You are reading the rules for the simple version.
This version is aimed at players who are not used to this kind of family strategy games. The game has fewer options
and a higher degree of luck. It plays faster and is easy to learn. Do not be put off by the length of the rule booklet.
The number of pages is due to the various illustrated examples, to help you understand the rules.
If you choose to play this version, start by reading at the back of the booklet the ‘Introduction’
and ‘Aims of the game’ sections only, because they are common to both versions.
You will thereby understand the context and goals of this game.
After playing this version, we hope you will venture into the normal version. You will discover
the VINTAGE game in its fullness, with many more strategic options and where luck plays a minor role.
It’s a longer and more challenging game but with only slightly more complex rules. Cheers!
The pieces listed below are for the simple version of the game.
The pieces remaining in the game box are only used for the normal version of the game.

Game material
This rule booklet
1 game board

4 score markers
64 ‘harvest quality’ chips
4 sets of 3 action markers

4 player boards

6 green ‘harvest
bonus’ chips
(2 of each value)

36 cards
with brown border
1 die

4 Rabelo boats
and their plastic stands

1 ‘first player’
token

80 barrels of Port wine

4 sets of
3 Estate
tiles

12 green ‘vineyard’ cubes

12 yellow ‘stored brandy’ cubes
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The game and player boards
In Vila Nova de
Gaia the boats
unload the barrels
into the cellars.

The map shows the demarcated Douro
region and its three official sub-regions:
Baixo (lower) Corgo, Cima (upper)
Corgo, Douro Superior (upper Douro).

For each sub-region, the number of barrels that can be harvested
in each Estate is indicated. For example, each Estate in Douro
Superior produces 4 barrels per harvest.
The current VP score of each player is
kept on this number track.
This graphic indicates how players score
their barrels and Estates at the end of the
game.
Each sub-region has one harbour where
boats can load the barrels produced in
that sub-region’s Estates.
Players select their actions by placing action markers on this action table.

[ This is the side of the board to be used with the simple rules. ]
When a boat arrives in Vila Nova de Gaia, the barrels it transports are moved to the player’s cellar, either on the Ruby or
Tawny side, provided there is space. Each harvest occupies its
own column and cannot be mixed with other harvests, even if
they have the same quality value.

Each Estate has
two slots, to put a
green cube (vineyard) and a yellow
cube (stored
brandy).

This is the acquisition value of an
Estate. In this
case, a player has
to pay 4VP for this
Estate.

This is the ‘Estate
quality’ value,
which influences
the quality of the
harvests of that
Estate.

The Estate tiles
are placed over
the dashed outlines.

After ageing, the
barrels go to the
warehouse.

The ‘harvest
quality’ chips are
placed here.

This area holds the barrels transported by
the player’s boat. Each boat can transport
up to 3 harvests. Barrels from different
harvests cannot be mixed.

These two areas are NOT used in the
simple version of the game.
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Game setup ( for 4 players)
[For 2 or 3 players see page 9]
The Rabelo boats start the game in Vila Nova de Gaia.

The score markers are placed on 3 VP.
Each player places one of their Estates in
Baixo Corgo, together with a green and a
yellow cube. This indicates the Estate is
ready to produce wine.

The 6 green ‘harvest bonus’ chips are
turned face down, shuffled, and placed on
the round track. The fi rst chip is turned
face up, to determine the fi rst round’s
harvest bonus.

The fi rst and second players each place
an action marker on the round II ‘harvest bonus’ chip. The markers will be
returned to the players when the second
round starts.

Players keep their remaining 2 Estate tiles
next to their player boards. The tiles can
be placed during the game.
The cards are shuffled, and each player is
dealt 3 cards.

The remaining cards are placed face
down here.

The start player is chosen randomly and gets the ‘fi rst player’ token. Play then proceeds clockwise. In the image above, the yellow player
goes fi rst, followed by the grey, white and orange players in that order. In round I, the fi rst and second players each have two action
markers, while the third and fourth players each have 3 action markers. In the following rounds, all players have 3 action markers.
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A game round
The aim of this section is to convey an overall impression
of how a game round unfolds. Don’t try to understand
the actions taken by the players. The details will be explained from page 5 onwards.
This page explains the start of a round and the first turn
of each player. The next page explains what to do at the

end of a round, i.e. when the players have placed all
their action markers, in order to set up the next round.
After reading all the rules, come back to this section,
because it will help you when starting a game.

Round I
First turn of all players

At the start of round I, the fi rst green
chip is turned face up, to indicate the
harvest bonus for round I.

1
The yellow player starts
the game and wishes to
harvest. The player places
an action marker in the
‘Harvesting’ column of the
action table, and places 2
barrels on their Estate.

The initial draw determined the yellow player to go fi rst. The grey player
goes second. Therefore, the yellow and grey players only get two action
markers and their third marker is placed on the round II ‘harvest bonus’
chip. When round II starts, those players will get their third markers.

2
The grey player uses one of
their cards to buy an Estate,
placing one of their Estate
tiles on the board and
deducting the corresponding number of VP from
their score. The player also
places an action marker to
put a green cube (vineyard)
above their new Estate.

3
The white player chooses to move their Rabelo
boat. The player places
an action marker and
throws the die to determine how many moves
the boat can make.

The additional
Estate tiles that
players may place
on the game
board during the
game.
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The orange player wishes
to harvest too. Like the yellow player, the orange player places an action marker
on the action table and 2
barrels on their Estate.
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End of round I
Setting up round II
The ‘harvest bonus’ chip for
round II is turned face over.
The action markers on top of
it are returned to the corresponding players.

Players take their action markers back from the action table.
The ‘fi rst player’ token is passed clockwise, to the player on the left, in this case the grey player. Round II can start.

Game rounds and the action table
In each round, players take turns clockwise. On a
player’s turn, the player selects ONE action, by placing
an action marker on an unoccupied circle in the action
table on the board, and executes it.
In addition to using an action marker, players may also
play as many cards as they hold in their turn.
The action table indicates the available actions. There
are circles for each action. The number in a circle (always
‘1’ in the simple version of the game) states how many action markers a player has to place in order to execute the
action. If all circles are occupied, the action can only be
executed by playing an appropriate card.
The circles with a die indicate the die has to be
thrown to execute the action.

A round ends when all players have placed their action
markers or passed their turn.
IMPORTANT: An action can only be selected if the
player can execute it. For example, a player without barrels in the cellar cannot select the ‘Ageing and selling’
action.
The orange player CANNOT
execute two actions in the same
turn. In this case, the player has
to choose between obtaining
grapes or brandy.
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Buying an Estate
A player selects this action to acquire an Estate.
The player places one of their Estate tiles on an
unoccupied dashed place on the board and deducts the corresponding VPs from their score.

In this round, all players chose to buy an Estate. They used action
markers, except the grey player, who used a card. That player
therefore placed the card here to remember not to repeat this
action in this round.

IMPORTANT: Each player can acquire at most one
Estate per round.
This symbol reminds players that they cannot repeat the ‘Harvesting’ and ‘Buying an Estate’ actions within the same round.

Planting an Estate
An Estate can only be harvested if it is
planted, i.e. if it has a vineyard (green
cube) and stored brandy (yellow cube).
Players place an action marker on a
‘Vineyard’ or ‘Brandy’ action circle, and
immediately place the corresponding cube above their
Estate.

Harvesting
When executing this action,
players can harvest all their
Estates simultaneously.
Each player can harvest at
most ONCE per round,
even if they afterwards buy
and plant one more Estate later in
that same round.
The barrels harvested from one
Estate can NEVER – neither during
transportation nor ageing – be separated or mixed with barrels from
other harvests, even if they have the
same ‘harvest quality’.

The yellow player’s Estate cannot yet be harvested: the green
cube is missing.
The grey player’s Estate already
has grapes and brandy. He can
harvest Port wine barrels.

Players cannot keep cubes for future turns; they must
be immediately placed over an Estate. Cubes cannot be
transferred among Estates.

When an Estate is harvested, the corresponding number of barrels is placed
on the Estate. In this case, the player
harvested an Estate in Cima Corgo and
hence placed 3 barrels.

The player places over the barrels a chip
harvest quality
with the number corresponding to the sum
Estate quality + harvest bonus

In this case the harvest quality is 6.

An Estate can only be harvested if it is free of barrels. If there are still barrels
from a previous harvest, they must be loaded onto the boat before that Estate
can be harvested again.
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Moving the boat
Each player has one boat in their
own colour. The boats transport
barrels of Port wine from the
Estates to the cellars in Vila Nova
de Gaia. To move their boat, a player places
an action marker on a circle of his colour, rolls
the die, and performs up to the rolled number
of moves. It is not possible to defer moves to subsequent
turns.
Players can execute up to two ‘Moving the boat’ actions
per round.

Each player
board has an area
with the Rabelo
boat icon, divided
into three spaces.
This allows a
boat to transport up to three different harvests at the
same time.

Besides the Vila Nova de Gaia harbour, there is one harbour in each sub-region, to serve the Estates in that subregion. A boat can load or unload at harbours during its
movement. Each harbour can hold multiple boats.

Upstream, each move to the next harbour counts.
Downstream movement is a single move, no matter how
many harbours the boat goes through, where it may load
barrels.
A boat does not have to move to load barrels from the
Estates: it suffices to be in the corresponding harbour
and to have space available.

When the boat arrives at Vila Nova de Gaia, the barrels it holds are transferred to the cellar on the player’s
board, to the ‘Ruby’ and/or ‘Tawny’ spaces (see the ‘Ageing and selling’ action to understand the options).
A cellar may hold up to 4 harvests at any time. Additional
harvests have to remain on the boat until there is space
in the cellar.

The yellow player’s boat is in Baixo Corgo. When harvesting,
the player immediately loads the barrels from the Estate in that
sub-region onto the boat. Next, the player selects the ‘Move boat’
action with a marker, and rolls 2 with the die. The player moves the
boat upstream to the next harbour, where it loads the barrels from
the other Estate. With its second move, the boat returns to Vila
Nova de Gaia.
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Ageing and selling

Lastly, this harvest resulted in a
wine of quality 7
(4+3). The barrels
are placed on the
Ruby Reserva
category (quality
range 6 to 9).

3

To execute this action, there must be barrels in
the cellar. The action applies to ALL those barrels. The player rolls the die. For each harvest, the
rolled number is added to the harvest quality, and
the obtained number indicates the category in the
warehouse (each with a range of values) to which
the barrels of that harvest are moved.
Whenever the warehouse spaces for a category run out,
subsequent barrels are moved to the next lowest category.
The Vintage category can only be achieved by playing
a card (see page 10). The harvest quality chips are
returned to the common supply.

After ALL barrels in the cellar have aged and moved to the warehouse, the VP for all completed categories are added, advancing
the player’s score marker on the score track. The scored barrels
are sold, i.e. returned to the common supply.
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1
With this sale, the player obtained 2+3+3=8VP.

5
When a boat arrives in Vila Nova de Gaia, the barrels of each harvest are placed on the 4 available columns in the cellars. There are
two columns for Ruby wine and two for Tawny. All barrels from the
same harvest go into the same column, which must be empty.

The player rolled 3 on the die.

2

The wine from
this harvest
achieved a quality
of 9 (6+3) which
corresponds
to the category
Tawny
10/20/30/40 years.

This Ruby wine achieved a quality of 10
(7+3) which corresponds to the LBV category: 2 barrels are placed there but the
third must go to the next lowest category.

Three barrels
are stored at that
category and
the remaining
at the category
below.

The bottom Ruby and Tawny warehouse
spaces can hold any number of barrels.
At the end of the action, each set of 4
Ruby (or 5 Tawny) barrels is returned to
the common supply and awards 1VP to
the player.

The categories
with
available spaces
don’t award any
points. Those barrels remain in the
warehouse until
further barrels
are aged and fi ll
the warehouse
spaces in those
categories.

Should barrels be placed
in the Ruby or Tawny cellar columns?
Ruby wines award more VP, but it is harder
to achieve the highest quality category, even requiring
a card for the top Vintage category.
Tawny wines award fewer VP, but it is easier
to achieve the highest quality category.
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Drawing and playing cards
The game includes a deck of 36 cards. Each player starts
with 3 cards. On their turn, a player can play any or all
of his cards, in any order, before and/or after the action
executed through an action marker placement.
When playing a card, the player executes the action
shown on the card (see page 10) and discards it face up.
To draw ONE new card, a player has to place a marker
on a ‘Drawing card’ action circle. The drawn card can be
played immediately.
Players may not hold more than 3 cards in their hands.
Therefore, before drawing a fourth card, a player must
discard one of their 3 cards.

To draw one card, the player
places an action mark on an
unoccupied circle.

Discarded cards are placed
face up here.

The draw deck is placed face
down here.

When the draw deck is exhausted, the used cards pile is
shuffled and forms the new draw deck.

Rules for 2 or 3 players

End of the game

With 3 players, the game
starts with only 3 Estates
in Baixo Corgo, each one
ready to harvest. Only the
first player starts with 2
action markers. The circles
with green background in
the action table CANNOT
be used.

The game ends in round VI, when no player wants to
or can play anymore. To the VP scored during the game
each player adds:

With 2 players, the game
starts with only 2 Estates.
Only the first player starts
with 2 action markers. The
circles with green or brown
background CANNOT
be used.

1 VP per 4 barrels they own
(whether in the boat, cellar,
warehouse or Estates)

the acquisition value of each
of their planted Estates, i.e.
with a green and a yellow
cube.

In case of a tie, the player with most Estates wins.
If the tie persists, the player with the highest
‘Estate quality’ sum wins.
If players still remain tied, they share the victory.
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Buying an Estate
Playing this card allows the player to execute the
‘Buying an Estate’ action, if he hasn’t done it previously in the same round. Additionally, the player may do
ONE of the following: pay 1VP less; put a green cube above
the new Estate; put a yellow cube.
The player discards this card on the space
with their colour next to the ‘Buying
an Estate’ action on the action table, to
remember not to repeat this action in this
round. At the end of the round, cards
next to the action table are moved to the
discard pile.

Planting 1 or 2 Estates
The player gets ONE green cube and ONE yellow
cube and immediately places them on one or two of
their Estates. Cubes cannot be kept for future actions.

Harvesting +2 barrels
The player adds two barrels to ONE of their Estates
that already has barrels on it.

Free action
The player can use this card to execute any action,
subject to the rules for that action.
If the card is used for ‘Harvesting’ or
‘Buying an Estate’, it has to be discarded
next to the action table, to remind the
player not to repeat the chosen action in
the same round.

Selling 2 Tawny Colheita barrels
The player moves 2 Tawny wine barrels from the cellar to the Colheita warehouse spaces, earns 4VP, and
returns the barrels to the common supply.

Moving the boat
The player executes a ‘Moving the boat’ action as if
the die showed 4.

Ageing +1 barrel
The player executes an ‘Ageing and selling’ action
with one difference: before selling, the player adds
ONE barrel from the common supply to any free space in the
warehouse, but not in categories above those of the existing
barrels.

Ageing +1 quality
The player executes an ‘Ageing and selling’ action
with one difference: the player adds 1 to the value
rolled with the die.

Ageing with enologist
The player executes an ‘Ageing and selling’ action
with one difference: before selling the barrels, each
barrel, starting from the highest category, is moved to the
category above, provided it has a free space.

Selling a Ruby Vintage barrel
The player moves any ONE Ruby wine barrel from
the cellar to the Vintage warehouse space, earns 4VP,
and returns the barrel to the common supply.
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